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COFFEE MACHINE 1381

Model: 1381/10
Code: 00M138110AR0
EAN: 8003705120358

For your kitchen and your ideal coffee, the 1381 coffee machine is your ally to indulge in an intense
break with taste and elegance. The slim and compact design makes it unique for every kitchen: only 14
cm in width that adapt to any corner of the kitchen, without sacrificing space for other appliances.

For short moments of pause, prepare a coffee with an intense flavor thanks to the 15 pressure bars to
obtain a perfect delivery of both the ground coffee and the pod, but also for a rich breakfast to which you
can add a creamy cappuccino thanks to the Maxi-Cappuccino device. Choose your drink and adjust
the height of the drip tray according to the cup you prefer.

Thanks to the pressure gauge you will always be able to understand if the parameters of water, quantity
of coffee and degree of grinding are in equilibrium and balanced with each other to always guarantee you
the best possible espresso.

For those who love delicate flavors, the 1381 machine has a hot water dispenser to prepare teas,
infusions and herbal teas of your favorite flavors.
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Power 1300w

15 bar pressure ✔

Filter ½ cups

Pressure gauge ✔

Compatible with ground coffee and pods ✔

Automatic shutdown after 25 minutes

Maxi Cappuccino device ✔

Removable tank capacity 1.1 L

Adjustable drip tray for cups ✔

Coffee length customization ✔

Product length 34.00 cm

Product width 14.00 cm

Product height 29.00 cm

Product weight 3.22 Kg

Box weight 5.28 Kg

Master weight 5.72 Kg

Master pieces 1

Pallet pieces 48

20 container pieces 1010

40 container pieces 2073

40H container pieces 2266
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